2002 e450

More stars mean safer cars. Learn about crash test ratings. Combines Driver and Passenger
star ratings into a single frontal rating. The frontal barrier test simulates a head-on collision
between two similar vehicles, each moving at 35 mph. The Side Barrier test simulates an
intersection collision between a standing vehicle and moving barrier at The Side Pole Barrier
test simulates a crash into a fixed object like a tree or utility pole. The Rollover Resistance test
measures the risk of rollover in a single-vehicle, loss-of-control scenario. Learn about safety
technology. This is a record of safety issues for vehicles of this year, make, model and trim. The
vehicle identification number tells you if your car is affected. Learn about our recall process.
Report a problem with your vehicle, tires, car seats or other equipment. We review every
problem as we work to keep our roads safe. Report a safety problem. Every vehicle has a
unique VIN. Enter a VIN to learn if a specific vehicle needs to be repaired as part of a recall.
Recall information from this VIN lookup tool is provided by the manufacturer conducting the
recall. Skip to main content. United States Department of Transportation. Report a Problem.
Toggle navigation Homepage. Look up another vehicle Vehicle Comparison Tool. Compare
safety information. Search Vehicles Vehicle Comparison Tool. Safety Ratings. Learn about
crash test ratings Combines Driver and Passenger star ratings into a single frontal rating. Learn
about our recall process Have a safety problem? Report a safety problem Find recalls by VIN.
Search by VIN. Recently Searched. Make Thor Motor Coach. Model Chateau. E Ford V10
Gasoline Engine. Please call and mention listing id: View Large Images? Directions to Dealer?
Below are our terms of sale to protect all parties. By submitting an offer, clicking the buy it now
button, or accepting an offer you agree to the following terms. Buyers will contact the seller
within 48 hours of auction ending to confirm payment and transport arrangements. If you do not
contact the seller within 48 hours, we reserve the right to seek financial reimbursement for the
time and fees incurred and may open a nonpaying bidder case. The seller must receive full
payment within 7 days unless other approved arrangements are made. Ask all questions before
bidding. National Vehicle is a third party marketing service and is not responsible for any
accidental misrepresentation of any vehicle for sale due to typographical error or undisclosed
flaws. National Vehicle is advertising this vehicle for a private seller. This vehicle is sold as is.
We cannot be held responsible for inaccuracies in the presentation and description of the
vehicles we are marketing for private sellers. Please address all of your questions or concerns
regarding this vehicle before you place a bid. Auctions containing errors will be relisted with
corrected information. We also reserve the right to end an auction at our discretion. All vehicles
are advertised in other venues; therefore they may be subject to prior sale. We will terminate all
auctions as soon as we are notified a sale. Below are links to affiliates we recommend to make
your vehicle purchase experience more efficient. The purchaser or prospective purchaser
should verify with the Seller the accuracy of all the information listed within this ad. Selling a
Vehicle? Create Professional Listings Fast and Easy. Click Here! NOTE: boat not included! E
Ford chassis, 6. Luxury Isata standard features plus the following options:- 2 back up camerasbuilt in Panasonic HDD Multimedia AV Navigation system- HWH electro hydraulic levelling
system- custom ribbon paint full body paint - outdoor entertainment centre- 8 cu. Very well
maintained, synthetic oil, new engine battery, new heater blower fan motor and resistor, new
electric step mechanism and motor, new propane tank , new brakes last year etc Very clean..
Payment in full within 7 days of the end of the auction - local pick up ONLY!. NOTE: The
motorhome is advertised locally and as a result, I reserve the right to end the auction at any
time. Je parle francais. Sleeps 8. This RV looks good, and runs great! Fully self contained,
sleeps 8 in total. Has the rear queen bedroom, and big living room area. This was one of the
higher end models for Four Winds in , and has a nice open floorplan. High quality construction.
See video for full tour! We also have a location in Victoria, BC, Canada. We serve both sides of
the border! We take pride in our products, and also treat our customers like family. We go over
and beyond to make sure your experience is a positive one. Buy with confidence! Clear Choice
Motors Inc. Valley Blvd. Colton, CA Dealer Decals do show some fade from the sun. Obviously,
with a used coach, you can expect some small nicks, and scratches this coach has very few,
some around rear corners. Some delamination on the sidewalls. Aluminum roof is in good
condition, no signs of any current leaks some old ceiling stains. Tires have good tread left, and
show signs of weathering. Glass is in good condition all around, no cracks in the windshield.
Onan Generator, runs great and is very quiet, with only hours. Rear hitch for towing, and rear
ladder. Both front seats swivel around to face living room. Living room has a sleeper sofa and
booth dinette: coach sleeps 8 in total. Nice countertops and wood cabinets. Bathroom area is
next: with a private room for the toilet and vanity, across the hall is the shower. Rear queen bed,
with lots room. So many more options! Auction Details We realize that buying a vehicle off
eBay, is a different experience than buying directly from the dealer's lot. We do offer a full
money back guarantee on all of our sales, as this is only fair, considering how they are being

bought. Please contact us, for full details of our terms and conditions. All our units, are
available for sale locally, so feel free to call or email us for more information. For our Canadian
customers, we can help you with all of the paperwork free of charge to import the RV into
Canada, we have done this process hundreds of times. Please bid accordingly, and read the
entire listing, and view each picture. If you have any questions, please don't hesitate to ask.
Colton, CA If you have any questions, and would like to talk to a salesperson about this item,
please call toll free Also feel free to email through eBay, any questions you may have, and we
will answer them promptly. Full payment is due within 5 days. Some states have a reciprocal tax
agreement with California, meaning you don't pay taxes twice. To request a copy of our
complete terms and conditions, please call or email us, and we will be more than happy to email
it to you. Please email us for a credit application which can be done online as well! Results
within hours of doing the credit application, with one of the largest RV finance companies in the
country! All vehicles are sold in "AS IS" condition, with no warranty. However, a year extended
bumper to bumper warranty is available on most vehicles and RV's up to 15 years old currently
model years and newer. Please be advised that no oral statements concerning any vehicle
constitute a representation or warranty of the condition of said vehicle. Our goal is to provide
you with the best service and the most comfortable buying experience on eBay. We do not
accept escrow, and all inspections must be done prior to delivery. Gallery Please view the
remaining images below Premium Template Powered by copyright hdauctions. Listing by
Auction Big Slide Out. Low Miles. This coach looks very good inside and out, and runs just as
good as it looks! Overall in great condition, both mechanically and cosmetically. This was one
of the bigger Class C's you could get in from Gulf Stream. Titled a , but is a model year. Will be
sold on year of title. Sleeps up to 8. High quality finish and fabrics. Obviously, with a used
coach, you can expect some small nicks, and scratches this coach has VERY few if any, some
around rear passenger wheel well. Aluminum roof is in good condition, no sign of any current
or past leaks. Tires have good tread, are older , and are showing some signs of weathering.
Chicago gas generator runs great, and is quiet. Rear ladder and hitch for towing. Living room
has a sleeper sofa, and a booth dinette: coach sleeps 8 in total. Bathroom area is next, with a
private room for the toilet and vanity, across the hall is the shower. At the rear of the coach, is
the Queen size bedroom with walk-around bed, and lots of closet space. The entire unit has
screens, and blinds some curtains missing. So many more options, its impossible to list. About
60 miles east of LA. Any questions, please let us know. Feel free to call us at line is open 24
hours a day, 7 days a week. We realize that buying a vehicle off eBay, is a different experience
than buying directly from the dealer's lot. Please do not bid if you're not seriously interested or
financially able to purchase this vehicle. Cancel any and all bids at our discretion, or end the
auction early if necessary. You will not be allowed to retract that bid during the last hour period
of the auction. If you place a bid during the last hour period of the auction: You will be allowed
to retract the bid for exceptional circumstances but only if you do so within one hour after
placing the bid. Clear Choice Motors has done our best to disclose all information known about
this vehicle for auction. Clear Choice Motors welcomes a buyers inspection. If you plan to have
a buyers inspection, please make sure you inspect the vehicle prior to the auction ending.
Inspection fees if any are Buyers responsibility. Manufacturer's warranties may still apply.
Extended warranty may be available, please email or call for details. No representations or
warranties are made by seller, nor are any representations or warranties relied upon by bidders
in making bids. State taxes and DMV fees will also be added to all California residents, and
where applicable in other states. In many cases there is a delay in receiving the original
instruments up to 60 days from the time we pay a vehicle off. While we usually have all titles in
our possession at closing, there are occasions where we may be waiting for them to arrive. If
payment is made by cashier's or personal checks we will hold all titles for 10 days or until funds
have cleared. Clear Choice Motors will help with shipping arrangements but will not be
responsible in any way for claims arising from shipping damage! We assume no responsibility
for damages incurred after the vehicle leaves our showroom. All shipping arrangements are
provided by Clear Choice Motors as a courtesy. We are not affiliated with any carrier. Any
claims or other communication regarding shipment of vehicles will be between you and the
shipper, not with Clear Choice Motors. The amount of time it takes for delivery is dependent on
the carrier, but is generally days from the date the vehicle is picked up from our facility until it is
delivered to your destination. Verify with the shipper for an Estimate Time of Arrival to be sure.
Successful high bidder MUST communicate with with us, via email or telephone within 12 hours
of the auction ending to make arrangements to complete their transaction. If we cannot confirm
your intention to buy or the sale is not completed within 5 days, we reserve the right to relist
this vehicle or sell to any other qualified buyer. Auction, Inc. However, Auction Our secure
online application form is easy to complete, all you need are a few personal and employment

details. Click here to get started. Preferred Method:PhoneEmailMessage:Complete and submit
the form below to send a link and your message to a friend. Image Hosting and Counters by:
Auction Make Dynamax. Model CarriGo. Make Coach House. Model Platinum. This Coach House
is only 22' long, making it easy to manueveur. This motorhome has been moderately used and
is in great condition, with only 42k miles! Dinette turns into an additional bed. Upgraded
cabinets with locks and a rear bathroom with a seperate shower. This motorhome has tons of
storage thoughout, with many cabinets and and drawers. Included: flat screen TV, gas cooktop,
large fridge, dual shades, roof AC and generator. Easy to drive and park, this Class B
motorhome may be the perfect size for you! To your home or office call for more information.
Make Winnebago. Model Itasca Spirit Make Fleetwood Rv. Model Jamboree 23E. Sleeps 6.
Excellent Condition in and out. Big slide out in the living room. Sleeps up to 6. This was one of
the more popular models that Fleetwood made in , and very rare to see a shorter Cl Make
Dutchmen. Interior excellent condition. Make Fleetwood. Ford Triton V10 engine on a Ford E
super duty chassis, runs great. Sleeps up to 8 in total, lots of room! This was one of the highest
end models that Fleetwood made in is the SL version, which was top of the line and is fully self
contained. Has the overhead cab bunk, sleeper sofa, dinette booth, and the rear queen
bedroom. Full kitchen, full bathroom, and generator. Living room has a sleeper sofa and dinette
booth sleeper sofa and dinette booth are on a slide. Along with the overhead cab sleeper and
rear queen bedroom. In the kitchen: 2 door fridge, 3 burner stove, oven, microwave, and hot
water tank. At the rear of the RV, is the private queen bedroom, with closets and storage. Onan
gas generator. Main awning over the passenger side, and slide topper. Call or text with any
questions. Make Gulf Stream. Model Ultra. Pulls grades strongly, great braking and handling.
Excellent throughout. Needs nothing, ready to hit the road! New equipment throughout: New
Dometic refrigerator Never had food in it. New Bilstein HD shocks New NAPA chassis battery
New Interstate coach battery New coach air conditioner Six new Toyo tires , now have just 10k
miles. Rotated and pressure tested. Manuals for chassis, coach, and all appliances. Licensed
through August Clean interior, neutral in color. Just put in a new refrigerator. Have all privacy
covers and user manuals. If this is your first motorhome you couldn't do better. Ready to go for
the new snowbirds! Make Jayco. Model Granite Ridge SS. Illness in the family has caused this
beauty to go up for sale. Sleeps 8 on dinette, jack knife sofa, overhead queen size and full
Queen Size RV sleep number mattress. We are non-smokers with no pets. We have clean and in
hand title. Our children, grandchildren, friends and family have enjoyed the Glamorous
camping, tailgating and excursions that this enjoyable coach has afforded. Your family's great
memories can begin soon, with this ready to travel RV. This was one of the more popular
models that Fleetwood made in , and very rare to see a shorter Class C with a slide out really
opens up the space! Looks and runs amazing, close to brand new! See youtube video tour. Big
slide on the driver side. Living room has a sleeper sofa, and a booth dinette: coach sleeps 6 in
total along with the overhead cab sleeper. Bathroom area is next, with a private room for the
toilet, vanity, and shower. Onan gas generator with very low hours. Spare tire. So many more
options, its impossible to list them all. For more information, please call or email us. Thank you.
Model Four Winds. Brand new flat screen tv in bedroom. Sleeps 5 comfortably: 2 in back
bedroom, 2 on sofa bed, 1 above driver. Mechanical work done on it this season brakes, shocks,
new front tires and more , so it's running great and road ready. This motor home has been well
taken care of and is in great condition. Silver City, NV. Green Valley, AZ. Riverside, CA.
Varnville, SC. Tacoma, WA. Los Angeles, CA. Bluffton, SC. Alert Successfully Created. Save
search. RVs for Sale E Motorhome. Year - Make - Model -. Category - Length - Posted Over 1
Month. Category - Length 22 Posted Over 1 Month. Category - Length 32 Posted Over 1 Month.
Category - Length 31 Posted Over 1 Month. Category - Length 23 Posted Over 1 Month. Prev 1 2
Next. ZIP Code. Year minYear Apply Filters Clear Search. Daily Weekly No Emails. Submit
Cancel. Refine your search. Google Ads. Refine search. For complete listing information please
select the Click To Bid button to see this item on eBay. All 6 tires were new in and have only
about 2, miles since then. Home of the Low Price Guarantee and 1 customer service promise.
Lots of get-up-and-go for an outstanding price in this so-much-fun to drive ESD. It is nicely
equipped with features such as 7. US, Missouri, St. Air Conditioning This handsome Ford ESD
appears to have never been smoked in and is assured to make your nose a happy co-pilot.
Action Truck and Equipment, Inc. Air Conditioning The 7. Can be inspected by appointment
only. Prices are subject to change without notice. It spent most of it's life with a local fire
department, so it is well equipped and maintained. It has a ford 7. It is a ford e extended cab
with a remounted medtec box.. Overall it is in very good used condition. No rust in the cab, the
box is aluminum. Lights all work, but it does not have a siren controller in it. Everything works automatic chains, air conditioning, heater, power windows, power locks, etc. This would make a
great work truck! Th

clear com wiring diagram

2008 lincoln mkz heated seat module

bennington wiring diagram

is is a used vehicle and is being sold as is, where is. We will gladly take it to a local shop for a
pre-purchase inspection. No warranty, either implied or expressed is available for this vehicle.
All american auto cars is proud to present this ford e box truck. At asking price all vehicles
include 3month or 4, mile warranty service contract through gwc. Ask on of us for complete
details. E super duty, 2 jumpseats, inside luggage racks, mileage 96,, ricon cylinder kit, replaced
Exterior body in good shape, interior good shape, starts good, runs well. Similar trucks: Ford E
In California. Has newer transmission from ford and lots of other new parts. Make offer mileage ,
Air Conditioning It has a small spot of rust at the bottom the driver side door, could be easily
filled and repaired. The minor issues are as follows, the work station panel is loose and needs
to be re attahed. Im not sure if the suction is working or that it just may be disconnected. Site
map Contact Us Privacy Policy.

